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Abstract
Tally marks, which form a unary numeral system, have been used for thousands of years as a
method of counting or keeping score through the use of stroke clusters. Tally marks also predate
modern digits, and in some cases, served as their basis for some scripts. Most tally mark systems
represent five digits, which correspond to the number of digits on a single human hand, but there
is one system in this proposal that can represent ten digits. This proposal introduces four “tally
mark” systems, and provides evidence that suggests that they require a “plain text” representation, and should thus be encoded.

Introduction
Wikipedia’s very brief Tally marks article describes four tally mark systems, which serve as the
basis for this proposal.
The most common tally mark system, which is widely used in Europe, North America, and
elsewhere, uses one to four parallel vertical strokes to represent the digits one through four,
respectively, along with a horizontal or diagonal stroke that crosses over the four previous
vertical strokes—completing the tally cluster—to represent the digit five. This tally mark system is sometimes referred to as the Barred-Gate Tally Mark System, because the four vertical
strokes represent a gate, and the fifth stroke represents a bar that closes the gate. In this proposal, this system uses character names that begin with TALLY DIGIT.
Another tally mark system, which is used in some French- and Spanish-speaking regions and
particularly in South America, uses four strokes to form a box or square, with the number of
successive strokes representing the digits one through four, respectively, along with a 45-degree diagonal stroke—completing the tally cluster—to represent the digit five. This tally mark
system is sometimes referred to as the South American Tally Mark System, because of its widespread use in South America. In this proposal, this system uses character names that begin
with BOX TALLY DIGIT.
A tally mark system that is widespread throughout East Asia uses the five strokes of the ideograph 正 (U+6B63) to represent the digits one through five. Once all five strokes are written,
which completes the tally cluster, the resulting character looks like the ideograph 正. This
system is called 正の字 (sei-no ji) in Japanese, and 正字 (zhèng zì) in Chinese. In this proposal,
this system uses character names that begin with IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT.
A fourth tally mark system, used in the field of forestry to count trees or timber, uses dots and
dashes to represent the digits one through ten. Four successive dots in each corner of a box
pattern represent the digits one through four; four successive dashes that join the dots on
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the perimeter of the box pattern represent the digits five through eight; and two 45-degree
diagonal slash-like dashes represent the digits nine and ten, which complete the tally cluster.
Although modern usage suggests that the four dots and four dashes begin from the upper-left
corner and continue in a clockwise fashion, in practice there is no fixed principle. This tally
mark system is sometimes referred to as the Dot-and-Dash Tally Mark System. In this proposal,
this system uses character names that begin with DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT.

Examples
The following tables illustrates how these four tally mark systems are used to represent the
numbers 1 through 20:
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Representative Glyphs
The representative glyphs for the characters in this proposal are used in the tables of this
document, reflect the forms that are in common or modern use, and are also provided in the
OpenType font that is attached to this PDF file whose glyphs are encoded from the tentative
code points in this proposal. All but the TALLY DIGIT characters are expected to use monospaced glyphs.
The following characters in this proposal may have alternate forms or metrics, depending on
the font or the preference of the typeface designer:
TALLY DIGIT ONE through TALLY DIGIT FOUR—The vertical strokes can be left-justified (except for TALLLY DIGIT FOUR) or centered in the em-box, or use proportional metrics. The
representative glyphs in this proposal use proportional metrics.
TALLY DIGIT FIVE—The fifth stroke, which completes the tally cluster, can be a perfectly
horizontal stroke or a diagonal stroke with a positive or negative slope. The representative
glyph in this proposal uses a diagonal stroke with a positive slope.
BOX TALLY DIGIT FIVE—The fifth stroke can be a 45-degree diagonal stroke with a positive
or negative slope. The representative glyph in this proposal uses a negative slope.
IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT FIVE—Depending on the font, this character may be indistinguishable from CJK Unified Ideograph 正 (U+6B63), but its use as a tally digit may allow it
to take on a form that is unique from that ideograph in the same font. The representative
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glyph in this proposal uses a sans serif (aka heiti or gothic) design to distinguish it from the
corresponding CJK Unified Ideograph in the code charts.
DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT ONE through DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT THREE—The number of dots must match the corresponding digit, and must be at the corner of an imaginary
square, but the position of the dots is not important, except that the additional dot for DOT
AND DASH TALLY DIGIT TWO must be on the same side of the square as DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT ONE, and not at opposite corners. The representative glyphs in this proposal begin
with a single dot in the upper-left corner of the em-box, and add dots in a clockwise fashion.
DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT FIVE through DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT SEVEN—The number of dashes, when added to the number of dots, must match the corresponding digit,
and must connect the dots, but the position of the dashes is not important, except that the
additional dash for DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT SIX must be perpendicular to the dash for
DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT FIVE, and not on opposite sides. The representative glyphs in
this proposal begin with a single dash that connects the two upper dots, and adds dashes in
a clockwise fashion.
DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT NINE—The 45-degree diagonal dash can have a positive or
negative slope. The representative glyph in this proposal uses a negative slope.

Similar Characters
Two of the characters in this proposal, TALLY DIGIT ONE and BOX TALLY DIGIT ONE, have very
similar shapes in that both are represented by a vertical stroke, but it is preferred to keep them
as separate characters because they are used for completely different tally mark systems. In
addition, depending on how font developers implement these glyphs, a single character may
not work properly for both tally mark systems, in terms of their height, weight, metrics, placement within the em-box, or other glyph attributes.
The table in the following section includes a “Similar Characters” column that draws attention
to other characters in Unicode that have a similar semantic or shape, but are not deemed suitable because 1) it is preferred to keep the characters for these tally mark systems in contiguous ranges for easier implementation; 2) because they have distinct usage or semantics; and,
perhaps more importantly, 3) to ensure that their representative glyphs remain compatible.

Proposed Block Name, Character Names & Code Points
The characters do not fit into an existing block, both in terms of available space and their unique
usage paradigm, though the closest fit would be “Counting Rod Numerals” (1D360..1D37F)
in the “Notational systems” zone (1D000..1DFFF). A new block, named “Tally Marks,” in the
same zone is proposed, specifically 1D380..1D39F.
The table below provides representative glyphs, suggested code points, proposed character
names, and the code points of similar—in shape or meaning—characters:
Glyph Code Point



U+1D380

Character Name

Similar Characters

TALLY DIGIT ONE

U+2160 U+1D360 U+1D369
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Glyph Code Point



















Character Name

Similar Characters

U+1D381

TALLY DIGIT TWO

U+2161 U+1D361 U+1D36A

U+1D382

TALLY DIGIT THREE

U+2162 U+1D362 U+1D36B

U+1D383

TALLY DIGIT FOUR

U+1D36C

U+1D384

TALLY DIGIT FIVE

U+1D385

BOX TALLY DIGIT ONE

U+1D386

BOX TALLY DIGIT TWO

U+1D387

BOX TALLY DIGIT THREE

U+2293

U+1D388

BOX TALLY DIGIT FOUR

U+25A1

U+1D389

BOX TALLY DIGIT FIVE

U+2342 U+29C5 U+303C

U+1D38A

IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT ONE

U+4E00

U+1D38B

IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT TWO

U+4E01 U+4E05

U+1D38C

IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT THREE

U+4E0B

U+1D38D

IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT FOUR

U+1D38E

IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT FIVE

U+1D390

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT ONE

U+1D391

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT TWO

U+1D392

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT THREE
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U+6B63

Glyph Code Point









Character Name

Similar Characters

U+1D393

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT FOUR

U+2237

U+1D394

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT FIVE

U+1D395

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT SIX

U+1D396

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT SEVEN

U+1D397

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT EIGHT

U+1D398

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT NINE

U+1D399

DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT TEN

Properties
The following are the proposed properties for the 25 characters in this proposal:
1D380;TALLY DIGIT ONE;No;0;L;;;;1;N;;;;;
1D381;TALLY DIGIT TWO;No;0;L;;;;2;N;;;;;
1D382;TALLY DIGIT THREE;No;0;L;;;;3;N;;;;;
1D383;TALLY DIGIT FOUR;No;0;L;;;;4;N;;;;;
1D384;TALLY DIGIT FIVE;No;0;L;;;;5;N;;;;;
1D385;BOX TALLY DIGIT ONE;No;0;L;;;;1;N;;;;;
1D386;BOX TALLY DIGIT TWO;No;0;L;;;;2;N;;;;;
1D387;BOX TALLY DIGIT THREE;No;0;L;;;;3;N;;;;;
1D388;BOX TALLY DIGIT FOUR;No;0;L;;;;4;N;;;;;
1D389;BOX TALLY DIGIT FIVE;No;0;L;;;;5;N;;;;;
1D38A;IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT ONE;No;0;L;;;;1;N;;;;;
1D38B;IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT TWO;No;0;L;;;;2;N;;;;;
1D38C;IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT THREE;No;0;L;;;;3;N;;;;;
1D38D;IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT FOUR;No;0;L;;;;4;N;;;;;
1D38E;IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT FIVE;No;0;L;;;;5;N;;;;;
1D390;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT ONE;No;0;L;;;;1;N;;;;;
1D391;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT TWO;No;0;L;;;;2;N;;;;;
1D392;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT THREE;No;0;L;;;;3;N;;;;;
1D393;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT FOUR;No;0;L;;;;4;N;;;;;
1D394;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT FIVE;No;0;L;;;;5;N;;;;;
1D395;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT SIX;No;0;L;;;;6;N;;;;;
1D396;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT SEVEN;No;0;L;;;;7;N;;;;;
1D397;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT EIGHT;No;0;L;;;;8;N;;;;;
1D398;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT NINE;No;0;L;;;;9;N;;;;;
1D399;DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT TEN;No;0;L;;;;10;N;;;;;
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Emoji Representation
The characters in this proposal, particularly the ones for TALLY DIGIT, BOX TALLY DIGIT, and
IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT, are candidates for taking on emoji style, such as to use glyphs that
appear hand-written, or even animated via the new OpenType ‘SVG ’ table.

References, Evidence & Attestation
This section will provide references, evidence, and attestation of the tally mark systems that
are proposed in this document. Links to the references that correspond to the evidence are
provided when available.
The following excerpt from a worksheet illustrates the use of TALLY DIGIT characters in educational materials:

Below is an excerpt from page 54 of Saxon Math 6/5, Third Edition, Student Edition (Saxon Publishers, 2004) that describes the same tally mark system using all five TALLY DIGIT characters:

A Maths Dictionary for Kids website shows the two alternate forms of TALLY DIGIT FIVE (interestingly, the first example uses four instances of U+007C to which a strikeThrough style is applied to simulate the TALLY DIGIT FIVE character):
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An excerpt from The Big Questions: Mathematics by Tony Crilly (Quercus Publishing, 2011) refers to the TALLY DIGIT characters as Barred-Gate, and also shows the BOX TALLY DIGIT characters, described as a South American system:
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The Trucometro (Truco Score Track) Android app uses match sticks to form BOX TALLY DIGIT
characters:

The explanatory text and graphics on this website suggests that the BOX TALLY DIGIT characters are also used in some parts of India:
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One of the earliest examples of IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT characters can be found on page
136 of 理論統計学：訂正 (Riron Tōkeigaku: Teisei) by 呉文聰 (KURE Ayatoshi), published in
1895 by 富山房 (Fuzanbō), an excerpt of which is shown below:

In particular, note how the CJK Unified Ideographs ⼀ (U+4E00), 丁 (U+4E01), and 下
(U+4E0B) are used to represent IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT ONE, IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT
TWO, and IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT THREE, respectively.
The following modern excerpt from a Shizuoka Prefecture (静岡県) website describes the system for the IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT characters:
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Figure 5.1 on page 105 of a paper in Japanese contrasts the IDEOGRAPHIC TALLY DIGIT characters with the TALLY DIGIT ones, showing an alternate form of the latter that uses slightly
diagonal vertical strokes with a negative-sloping diagonal stroke:

A modern English-language page that teaches how to count in Korean using the IDEOGRAPHIC
TALLY DIGIT characters provides usage examples:
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There was another tally mark system in use in Japan that instead used the five ideographs
一 (U+4E00), ニ (U+4E8C), 三 (U+4E09), 王 (U+738B), and 玉 (U+7389), which formed 玉
though not in the correct stroke sequence, to represent the numerals one through five.
An April 14, 1914 paper entitled Methods of Determining the Value of Timber in the Farm Woodlot by John Bentley, Jr. includes a footnote on page 148 that describes the DOT AND DASH
TALLY DIGIT characters:

An August 1916 paper entitled Marketing of Woodlot Products by J.W. Calland also describes
the DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT characters on page 47:

An April 1993 technical bulletin entitled A Long-Term Study of an Oak Pine Forest Ecosystem:
Techniques Manual for the Holt Research Forest by Jack W. Witham et al. includes a brief description of the DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT characters on page 20:

An undated but clearly modern paper entitled Conducting a Simple Timber Inventory by Jason
G. Henning and David C. Mercker shows the DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT characters in Figure
3 on page 10:
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Page 5 of a PDF entitled Tools used in Forest Surveys shows the DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT
characters:

A University of Minnesota Extension website article from 2002 entitled Sampling and measuring timber in the private woodland by Charles R. Blinn and Thomas E. Burk describes the DOT
AND DASH TALLY DIGIT characters in a way that matches this proposal:

This 2008 article by John D. Cook entitled Tukey tallying falsely claims that John Tukey (born
on June 16, 1915) created the DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT characters, though he may have
simply popularized their use (note that the forms of the characters match those of the representative glyphs in this proposal):
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Another website makes a similar claim about John Tukey inventing the DOT AND DASH TALLY
DIGIT characters, and the forms of the characters match those of the representative glyphs in
this proposal:

This PDF entitled Conducting a Woodland Inventory includes forms on pp 15 and 16 that include a legend for the DOT AND DASH TALLY DIGIT characters, which use forms that match
those of the representative glyphs in this proposal:

Conclusion
Although tally marks are often written by hand, which is true of tens of thousands of other
characters already in Unicode, the printed evidence presented in this proposal demonstrates
their use as genuine characters in running text or in tables, and with properties that indicate
their numeric values. This strongly suggests a need to represent them as characters in “plain
text” environments. All four tally mark systems that are in this proposal are unique, and form
well-established systems of counting or keeping score.
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Although there appears to be no previous formal proposal to encode tally marks, there was
a lengthy discussion on the Unicode mailing list almost nine years ago, back in February and
March of 2007, which began with a post from William J. Poser. No particular conclusion was
reached.
That is all.
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